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Abstract

Next generations mobilephone system WCDMA will provide wideband services. These services can be
for example file transfers and use of WWW-browsers. Each user can be given two different types of
traffic channels, a common channel to share with other users, or a dedicated channel, for one user only,
with higher bandwidth. Channel type switching is the mechanism that chooses between these two
channels.

The purpose with this thesis was to study and develop a channel type switching algorithm, and then
simulate and test it with different traffic cases. To implement such an algorithm, a prestudy first had to
be made to find out what is important when dealing with channel type switching. All implementation and
simulations were made in a network simulator called ns, developed by University of California at
Berkeley.

Simulations show that the use of a timer together with thresholds for up and down switching, reduces
the number of switches per second and user down to 40% of what it would be with only thresholds. This
reduction saves valuable resources. The simulations also show that this combination of timer and
thresholds is enough to have a well performing channel type switching algorithm.
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This thesis was made at Ericsson Erisoft AB, department R/BS, from september 1998 to january 1999.

A system for wideband traffic is under development, and since wideband systems like this are not at all
tested commercial in real life traffic, it was interesting to examine different situations of its use. This
thesis concentrated the work on channel type switching.
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Abbreviations

bps bits per second
CTS Channel Type Switching
CCH Common Channel
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access
DCH Dedicated Channel
ERA Ericsson Radio Systems AB
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
IP Internet Protocol
LAN Local Area Network
LBNL Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
MAC Media Access Control
NTT Nippon Telephone & Telegraph
ns Network Simulator
RTT Round Trip Time
RLC Radio Link Control
RNC Radio Network Controller
SSCOP Service Specific Connection Oriented Protocol
SSR Selective Segment Retransmission
SAR Segmentation And Reassembly
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
WCDMA Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
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1  Introduction

This section describes some background about WCDMA, what it is and what it will be used for in the
future. After that follows some information about what channel type switching is, and some prior work in
the area of channel type switching.

Then follows a discussion why this thesis has been done, and what the task for the thesis was. Finally
there is a discussion about the limitations, assumptions and simulation settings for this thesis.

1.1  Background

The future of mobile telephony is now being determined by the global standardisation work conducted
by public authorities and the industry. In Europe, ETSI is working on the Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS), which will become an International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) IMT-2000 specification. WCDMA technology is one of the major candidates for the UMTS and IMT-
2000 standard. Ericsson, together with Nokia, and other suppliers, are supporting WCDMA for third-
generation mobile telephony systems.

The experimental WCDMA system from Ericsson is intended as a first step towards developing
commercial systems for the third generation of cellular systems. It is developed to meet the demands of
wireless mobile communication in a true multimedia environment, where high speed packet data and
the Internet bearer service play major roles.

WCDMA is also way beyond the theoretical stage. The technology has already been selected by Japan
for next-generation services. Fully operational WCDMA test beds have been demonstrated by Ericsson
and NTT DoCoMo, and the first trial networks have been in operation in Japan since 1998.

It is also possible to add WCDMA wireless access to an existing digital wireless network, such as GSM,
allowing a sensible migration path for existing network operators, and reducing the capital investment
costs associated with WCDMA roll out. Radio infrastructure costs are also kept low with WCDMA. For
instance, existing GSM sites and equipment can be reused. Further benefits include reduced fading, a
result of the improved frequency diversity effects of the wider 5 MHz channel bandwidth.

The WCDMA technology support several features, [UMTS/IMT-2000 Experimental WCDMA System
Description] mentions for example:

• Higher capacity and increased coverage: up to 8 times more traffic per carrier
compared to a narrowband CDMA carrier. This is achieved by two times better usage
of the frequency spectrum

• Variable and high speed data rates up to 2 Mbps.

• Both packet and circuit switched services.

• Multiple simultaneous services in each mobile terminal.

In WCDMA, the users will be able to use these wideband services for file transfers, use of WWW-
browsers and other applications, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Examples of WCDMA User Applications

Each user in a WCDMA network can be given two different types of traffic channels; a common
channel (CCH), for several users at the same time, with low bandwidth or a dedicated channel (DCH)
with higher bandwidth, and allocated for one user only.

Channel type switching is the mechanism that chooses between these channels: common and
dedicated. It is about who should switch, when we should switch, and to what we should switch. All these
decisions falls under the area of channel type switching.

It is important to use the limited resources effectively, i.e. important not to waste bandwidth. This implies
that the system should perhaps be somewhat restrictive when giving bandwidth to users.

Not very much is done in the area of channel type switching, but there exist some reports, and at least
one patent, owned by Qualcomm. One of the document is a function description for an algorithm,
[Hansson 1998] and another document shows a channel type switching simulation, [Bark och Rimhagen
1998].

[Hansson 1998] is a function description for a channel type switching algorithm, were different buffer
thresholds are used, which are percentages of the buffer size, for choosing up or down switching.
Unfortunately no simulations are made and no conclusions are made in the document.

[Bark and Rimhagen 1998] presents a result from a simulation made in the OSCAR simulator, described
in [Rimhagen 1998]. This simulation compared two different approaches; pro-CCH and pro-DCH.
The pro-CCH approach used a buffer threshold equal to 5000 bytes to deliberately use mostly common
channels, and the pro-DCH used a buffer threshold equal to 150 bytes to deliberately use mostly
dedicated channels. The DCH capacity was fixed at 60 kbps and the traffic model was WWW traffic and
email sending. To decide when to switch, the algorithm looked at the sending buffer and compared the
size of it with a threshold value.The conclusions made in [Bark and Rimhagen 1998] are that the delay
is lower when using a pro-DCH approach. The report also states that the uplink interference is lower and
the delay is less for the pro-DCH case.

From the Qualcomm patent, [Qualcomm 1996], it is hard to make any conclusions due to the fact that it
is very general in its descriptions. It deals with a dedicated channel and switching to this dedicated
channel when a threshold is exceeded.
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1.2  Reason and task for the thesis

Since no substantial simulations have been done in the area of channel type switching, Ericsson needed
to examine which variables and factors that are important in the area of channel switching, and from that
knowledge develop and test a channel type switching algorithm.

The task for this thesis was to examine those factors and variables and to develop and test a channel
type switching algorithm. This will give Ericsson the benefit of avoiding pitfalls and to find good and
profitable solutions in the future development of a commercial system.

One important part, perhaps even the most important part, of channel type switching is to help
TCP/IP, and try to avoid timeouts and congestion in buffers. This comes from the fact that WCDMA is to
be used for data traffic, i.e TCP/IP. So if we do not consider that, we will end up having a system with a
good radio environment, but TCP-packets will be lost and the system will perform badly for data traffic.

1.3  Limitations, assumptions and simulation settings

From the discussions that have been held with people involved with WCDMA development, it is clear
that it is far more important to know when to switch channels compared to the decision to decide what
bandwidth we should switch the user to. Therefore this thesis concentrates on the decision for when to
switch channels.

In this thesis it is decided not to look at mobility and handover, since that would increase the work load
in the thesis too much. Bit rate error and other error models are also skipped, since that is covered in
another thesis, [Riihinen 1999] and this thesis only concentrates on the channel type switching
algorithm. Even though much of a radio environment with bit rate errors are not used, this thesis will
contribute with important information, since it is important to investigate how we can improve the data
traffic situation from TCPs point of view.

Priority groups are implemented and used in this thesis, since it probably will be used and provided by
the WCDMA-operators in the future.

Load will be measured by looking at the sending buffer sizes, i.e. how many packets there are in the
buffer, and when switching channels, the buffers will not be modified. That implies that we do not have
to copy or move the buffer anywhere, since the buffers are located in the RLC-layer above CTS and by
that not involved in the process of switching channels, see Figure 2

Since we concentrate on the sending buffer, which is located in the base station, this thesis only deals
with downlink data traffic, i.e. traffic from base station to mobile host.
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Figure 2: A simplified schematic picture of how each user is handled in the base station.
Each user has a sending queue/buffer, where all its data flows are collected, that is located higher
up in the RLC-layer in the base station. Channel Type Switching controlling is located in the
MAC-layer, below the RLC-layer.

When dealing with resources, ideally the codespace should be used up at the same time as
interference, but we will probably be short of interference before codespace. Therefore interference will
be used as a limited resource, besides from bandwidth. To simulate some kind of interference limit, a
reject probability for rejecting a DCH request will be used, for example; p(reject)=5%. This is the only
radio-resource limit that will be used in the thesis.

A default DCH with 100 kbps capacity will be used. This value is chosen with respect to todays usage
and what seems to be sufficient bandwidth for most applications today. For example it is almost twice
the bandwidth todays modem supports (56 kbps). In the future though, nobody knows how much band-
width the average user needs.

100 kbps gives the user quite good performance for todays applications and use, and is probably
enough for the average user of today.
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The algorithm will be implemented in the ns-model from [Riihinen and Söderberg 1998], see section 2
for more information. That model suits this thesis perfect, since ns is computer communications
oriented, and this thesis is more about computer communications than radio.

These settings in Table 1 are mostly borrowed from the simulations in [Riihinen and Söderberg 1998].
The choice of packet size of 25 bytes is only a way to get even bandwidth values, which in the ns-model
is based on the packet size. [Riihinen and Söderberg 1998] used a size of 36 bytes in their simulations.

The simulations in this thesis used 60 users as a maximum, but it will give conclusions that will hold for
more users, like 500 or more. This is because if 60 users result in congestion, overload or similar
problems, we know that 500 users will definitively do that too. Furthermore, if we get good results, they
still can be valuable for 500 users, since we calculate mean average values for each simulation and
compare them against each other.

Table 1:  Simulation assumptions

Simulation settings

Uplink packet size 25 bytes

Downlink packet size 25 bytes

Link bandwidth (CCH) 20 kbps

Internet RTT 20 ms

Internet packet size 1000 bytes

Default DCH 100 kbps

number of users 10-60

maximum DCH 2Mbps
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2  Simulation environment

As simulation environment, ns (LBNL Network Simulator) was used, in which a WCDMA environment
has been added by Wesa Riihinen and Johan Söderberg, described in [Riihinen and Söderberg 1998].

Ns is an easily configurated discrete event simulator targeted at networking research, developed by the
Network Research Group at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, see [NS Web-site]. It provides
substantial support for simulation of TCP (including SACK, Tahoe and Reno), routing, and multicast
protocols.

The ns simulation description language is an extension of the Tool Command Language, Tcl.
A simulation is defined by a Tcl program. Using the ns command, a network topology is defined, traffic
sources and sinks are configurated, statistics are collected, and the simulation is invoked.

Figure 3: The packet’s way from sender to receiver in the WCDMA extension from [Riihinen and
Söderberg 1998]

The WCDMA extension made by Riihinen and Söderberg, see structure in Figure 3, gives the possibility
to check and modify buffers, bandwidths, and other user statistics. A shortcoming in the model is that in
reality when connections are idle, a small amount of traffic flows between the base station and the cel-
lular phone to keep the connection alive, this is not included, i.e when a connection is idle in the WCDMA
extension, no traffic at all flows between the base station and the cellular phone.

The channel type switching algorithm source code is placed within the BsAgent module, see Figure 3

The traffic model used in this thesis is the same for all users. It is a bursty ftp sender described in
[Riihinen and Söderberg 1998], which is based on a two-state Markov model, see Figure 4.

Figure 4: Two-state Markov Model

Each traffic source uses the two-state Markov model where state 0 means that the sender is quiet and
state 1 that the sender is active. The model changes state with probability pi depending on how often it
should be active. See [Khamisy and Sidi 1992] for more information about the two-state Markov model.
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3  Thesis work

Before the development of the algorithm could start, an investigation about some open issues in the area
of channel type switching had to be made. The reason was to examine what is important to consider
when developing a channel type switching algorithm. Therefore a prestudy (section 3.1) was made to
answer the questions and to get input values for this thesis.

With the results from the prestudy, the work of developing a channel type switching algorithm started.
After the implementation process, the algorithm had to be tested and simulated, and also compared to
a simple algorithm using only two thresholds.

The new algorithm is described both in general and in detail in section 3.2, and the simulation tests and
comparisons are found in section 3.3 and section 4.

In section 3.3, the simulation results are presented and plots are shown and discussed for each
simulation, together with input values for each simulation.

3.1  Prestudy

Most of the questions were discussed with people at ERA in Kista and EMW in Mölndal involved with
the development of WCDMA, including patents and standards. Erik G Eriksson, Rutger Andersson and
Anders Bergström are some of the people involved in the discussions.

The first task was to investigate and try to answer these questions. Then some assumptions about
channel type switching was made and limitations for the thesis was set up. The complete prestudy can
be found in [Floberg 1998]

The most important questions and answers from [Floberg 1998] are listed in section 3.1.1. Other
questions, answers and conclusions are in sections where they belong in this report, (section 1.2 and
1.3)

3.1.1  Investigated Questions

What problems do we intend to solve with channel type switching? i.e. Where is the real problem with
channel type switching and What problems need to be solved?

We need to avoid overload on CCH, which is solved by switching over to DCH. But at the same
time we do not want to overload DCH, in the sense of too many users on DCH, using up all DCH
bandwidth. That is why we need an algorithm to decide when to switch between these channels.
We also need to avoid congestion for TCP/IP, which happens when buffers are filled up, and this
might also be solved by switching over to DCH, and by that emptying the buffers faster.

What is most important; WHEN we switch channel or TO WHICH channel we switch?

When to switch seems to be far more important than to what, at least from TCPs point of view,
otherwise TCP packets can encounter timeout and have to be retransmitted. However, in the case
for interference and power regulation, the answer is probably the opposite; to what channel we
switch, since interference and output power has to be carefully used. But since this thesis is
concentrated on data traffic and TCP/IP, when to switch channel will still be most important.

These conclusions are made after discussing with various people at Ericsson.
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What variables and factors do we need to examine when dealing with channel type switching?

There are several interesting factors to include, and take into consideration in CTS:

• Buffer size must be considered to not cause TCP timeouts, i.e. when the buffer is full,
the packets are thrown away and TCP will timeout and retransmit the packets.

• We also need to examine if we should use thresholds, and if that is the case, which
values we should use for switching.

• The use of priority groups also needs to be considered.

What is heavy load?

We should look at the sending buffer, the more packets in the buffer, the heavier the load is, and
we should avoid the buffer becoming heavily loaded.
This conclusion is supported in [Hansson 1998], where it says that the amount of buffered data is
the main parameter related to the load on the channels. Also in [Bark och Rimhagen 1998], the
size of the sending queue is used as measurement of payload.
[Hansson 1998] used a percentage value of the total buffer size, and [Bark och Rimhagen 1998]
used a fixed value in bytes.

What is low load?

In this thesis low load is defined as an (almost) empty buffer for some time.

3.2  Algorithm

In this section, the algorithm is described, how it works and the theory behind it. First is a general
description, then more detailed and the idea behind it, and finally each function in the algorithm is
described.
The algorithm development started with implementation of an algorithm similar to the algorithm in
[Bark and Rimhagen 1998]. After that, the work proceeded with adding a timer and priority groups to the
algorithm. Finally, the new algorithm was tested with several traffic cases, and the results were plotted.
More about the results can be read in section 3.3.

3.2.1  General description

The new channel type switching algorithm proposed in this thesis consists of six different stages that
each user goes through. Figure 5 shows these stages, and the different paths that can be taken by each
user. Each user can end up with one of three different actions; switch up, switch down or do nothing.
After one of the tasks is made, next user goes through the stages, and that repeats until all users have
been through the stages.
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Figure 5: Description of the stages the user has to go through in the new channel type switching
algorithm.

3.2.2  Detailed description and ideas

The basic idea is to switch up when buffers starts to fill, and switch down when they are empty for some
time. The switch up mechanism is quite simple; if the buffer size exceeds a threshold value, we want to
switch up, otherwise TCP might encounter congestion. When we switch up we give the user a DCH with
a bandwidth corresponding to the users priority group.

Before we switch up we have to check if we can switch up, i.e. does the system have enough free
resources, like bandwidth and interference. When we have checked the resources, and found available
ones, we allocate them, and then finally switch up the user.

The switching down mechanism is a little more advanced. There are two criterias that have to be fulfilled
to switch down a user. First the buffer size has to be smaller than a threshold value, and the second is
that it has to be below that value for a specified time, without raising above the threshold. This means
that first the algorithm checks if the buffer size is smaller than the threshold, if that is the case, a timer
starts, and when the timer runs out we switch down the user. But if the buffer size during this time raises
above the threshold value, the timer is cancelled.

Priority is used to give the user its bandwidth, the higher priority, the more bandwidth the user gets. Each
user simply exchange his priority to a bandwidth value. An extension of the algorithm could give users
with higher priority the possibility to remove users with lower priority from the DCH, or at least lower their
bandwidth, and then switch up themselves. To get higher priority you can earn credits by either paying
for it, or by any other means provided by the operator.

The clever thing with this algorithm is its, in some way, simplicity, which saves valuable resources and
calculation powers in the RNC. A too complicated algorithm would drain the computing resources and
letting the traffic situation become worse. Instead it should switch over fast to a dedicated channel and
help it.
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3.2.3  Function Description

Each of the functions are shortly described in what they do and how they work.

There are also some global variables, seen in Table 2, used in the functions. They are used to measure
resources, and as comparisons when deciding to switch or not.

3.2.3.1  SwitchSequence

SwitchSequence keeps count of current user id and call the functions Update, Eval and Switch for each
and every user. One call to SwitchSequence results in each user checked once, starting with userid=0
up to the last user id.

3.2.3.2  Update

Update checks and updates bandwidth and buffer size statistics for current user.

3.2.3.3  SwitchOkI

SwitchOkI asks the “Resource Handler” if there is enough interference to switch up, and then according
to what answer it gets from the “Resource Handler”, it returns the result of that check, i.e true or false.
In this thesis, SwitchOkI is simplicated and implemented as a 5% reject probability function (see below).
The value of 5% is not based on any facts, it only represents some kind of interference limit, in this case
every twentieth switch up will not be allowed due to interference limits.

Table 2:  Global variables used in the channel type switching algorithm

Variable Units  Description

maxBandwidth kbps Maximum allowed bandwidth (2Mbps)

allocBandwidth kbps Allocated bandwidth

upthres buffer size Threshold for switching up

lowthres buffer size Threshold for switching down

downtime seconds Time before switching down

P reject( ) 0.05=
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3.2.3.4  SwitchOkB

SwitchOkB asks the “Resource Handler” if there is enough bandwidth to switch up, and then according
to what answer it gets from the “Resource Handler”, it returns the result of that check, i.e true or false.
SwitchOkB checks if the wanted bandwidth is available in the system with the following relation:

This relation can also be seen as a code limitation. We can not give more bandwidth than we can
allocate codes for it.

3.2.3.5  Eval

Eval does all the switching decisions and comparisons. It checks if current user should switch up or
switch down, and returns the result of that evaluation process.

If the buffer size of the current user is larger than upthres, then it calculates the bandwidth to switch up
to. If the buffer size is smaller than lowthres, the user gets a timestamp. If the timestamp exceeds the
downtime value, we switch down the user. But the timestamp is cleared if the buffer size gets larger than
lowthres, so to switch down a user, the buffer size must be below the lowthres the whole downtime. (i.e
downtime seconds). Then the function returns the value -1. If the user do not need to be switched, the
function returns the value 0.

3.2.3.6  Switch

Switch makes the actual switch, i.e. changes the parameters for current user in the ns simulator. It
performs the actions from Table 3 depending on the incoming switchcode.

Table 3:  Actions for different switchcodes

Switchcode Action

0 No switch

< 0 Switch down

> 0 Switch up to specified
bandwidth

allocBandwidth wanted+( ) maxBandwidth≤
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3.3  Results

The first implementation task was to implement a simple variant of a channel type algorithm, with only
two thresholds. Several functions (described in section 3.2.3) had to be made and also some
modification in the bsAgent module was made.

With this first simple version of the channel type switching algorithm, several tests and simulations had
to be made. Otherwise, no conclusions could be drawn and there would not be any practical experiences
from the algorithm. It was also needed as comparison to the new algorithm with a down switch timer.

The first simulations (3.3.1 and 3.3.2) are made with the simple algorithm, using only two thresholds for
up and down switching. During the simulations, the number of switches were counted and the usage of
DCH was logged. Throughput was also investigated, to see if users get better throughput when using
channel type switching. Investigations on throughput were made both on single users and the whole
system when using DCH. Simulation 3 - 10 (sections 3.3.3 to 3.3.10) uses the new algorithm with a down
switch timer, and were made to compare with the simple one, and make simulation to find recommended
values for future work.

When doing these simulations we do not measure any other load on common channel than sending
buffer sizes, as earlier defined. This means that in our point of view, the common channel will be able to
handle the (supposed small) traffic left on it, since we try to switch up all users who start using the
common channel heavily. Therefore we can not say anything about the situation on common channel,
like load, power regulation, etc. We only check the sending buffer sizes, and take switching decisions
based on that.

3.3.1  Simple algorithm

This, the first simulation, uses the simple algorithm with only two thresholds to decide when to switch.
And only 10 users were used, mostly to see if and how the algorithm works.
In this simulation, the following input values were used:

Here, as stated above, only two thresholds were used. The send probability is the probability for each
user to receive data. This simulation and next simulation (3.3.2) was needed as reference to the
simulations with the enhanced algorithm (section 3.3.3 to 3.3.10), and to see how the simple algorithm
behaved.

The parameters we measure in the simulations are the number of switches and the DCH usage, i.e.
number of users on DCH. With this numbers we can calculate a switch frequency (switches per user and
second), to find out how frequently the system switch channels. The result of this first simulation was
206 switches, which means we got 1.14 switches/second in average. That results in an average of 0.11
switches per second and user.

When investigating throughput, a user had around 2-3 kbps before switching up, and when switching up
(and down) had started, the user had an average around 60 kbps. The total system throughput on DCH
were around 1300 kbps, which is only 65% of the maximum (2 Mbps)

Table 4:  Settings for Simulation 1

Variable Value

users 10

sendprob 30%

simulation time 180 s.

upthres 375 bytes

lowthres 125 bytes
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3.3.2  Simple algorithm with more users

In this simulation, 60 users were used instead of 10, otherwise all other parameters were the same as
those in simulation 1. This simulation was also made as reference to the continued work.

Figure 6: Simulation for 60 users during 180 seconds.
Plot showing the number of Dedicated channels.

The result of this simulation was 1158 switches, which gives an average of 6.43 switches/second. This
simulation also resulted in 0.11 switches per second and user. The usage of DCH is quite low, since
users are switched up and down frequently, so no users stay for a long time on DCH. Throughput here
for a user when using switching was around 60 kbps. and the total system throughput on DCH were
around 1300 kbps, which is only 65% of the maximum.

It can easily be seen from these two simulations, that with only two thresholds, the algorithm will switch
quite frequently, and that is also the reason for the fluctuation in the number of DCH, see Figure 6. It can
toggle from 10 DCH to 3 DCH in ten seconds, and then back up to 10 DCH in another ten seconds. This
results in allocating and reallocating DCH resources all the time, and that costs valuable system
resources. It also affect the throughput for the user, when switching up and down too often, the
throughput will be decreased, since we have to use the common channel, due to down switching.

Next step was to extend the algorithm with a down switch timer and priority groups. When this was
implemented, simulations had to be made on this more advanced algorithm to see how it worked and
to test the performance of it, and the most important, to compare it with the simple one. The simulations
3 to 10 used the down switch timer. At first all users were in the same priority group, and therefore got
the same DCH (100 kbps).

Table 5:  Settings for Simulation 2

Variable Value

users 60

sendprob 30%

simulation time 180 s.

upthres 375 bytes

lowthres 125 bytes
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3.3.3  Enhanced algorithm

In this simulation, 10 users were used, otherwise it had the same parameters as Simulation 1, with the
difference that here we also used the new down switch timer, set to 5 seconds.

Figure 7: Simulation for 10 users during 180 seconds, with down switch timer.
Plot shows the number of Dedicated channels.

The result from this simulation was 88 switches, which results in an average of 0.49 switches/second
and 0.05 switches per second and user. We can see that the number of switches are reduced by using
the down switch timer. But this is investigated in more detail and thoroughly in the following
simulations.We also look at what throughput the users get, here before switching up, a traced user has
around 2-5 kbps on CCH, and after he is switched up he has an average around 80-90 kbps.

The total system throughput on DCH were around 1750 kbps, which is 87% of the total available
bandwidth (2 Mbps).

Table 6:  Settings for Simulation 3

Variable Value

users 10

sendprob 30%

simulation time 180 s.

upthres 375 bytes

lowthres 125 bytes

downtime 5 seconds
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3.3.4  Enhanced algorithm with more users

This simulation used the same variables as simulation number 2, but with the difference that here a
down switch timer was used.

Figure 8: Simulation for 60 users during 180 seconds, with down switch timer.
Plot shows the number of Dedicated channels

The result from this simulation was 445 switches, which gives an average of 2.47 switches/second, and
it also gives 0.04 switches per second and user. Compared with simulation number 2, it more than
halves the number of switches, but instead the number of users on DCH is a little higher. This is a result
of the timer that keeps the users on DCH for some time before they are switched down.

An examination on throughput for a user resulted in around 1 kbps before switching up, and 85-90 kbps
when switched up, and total system throughput on DCH were around 1800 kbps, which is 90% of the
total available bandwidth (2 Mbps).

Table 7:  Settings for simulation 4

Variable Value

users 60

sendprob 30%

simulation time 180 s.

upthres 375 bytes

lowthres 125 bytes

downtime 5 seconds
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3.3.5  Larger threshold for up switch

Here a larger threshold value for up switch is tested to see how that affected the result. The value of
1,25kbytes was used as threshold.

Figure 9: 60 users during 180 seconds, with a larger up switch threshold value.
Plot shows the number of Dedicated channels.

This simulation resulted in 342 switches, which gives an average of 1,9 switches/second. That gives an
average of 0.03 switches per second and user. A user gets around 1 kbps before switching up and
around 90 kbps when using DCH. Total system throughput on DCH were around 1800 kbps, which is
90% of the total available bandwidth.

This result does not differ much from simulation number 4, they showed quite the same pattern. A small
difference can be found in the usage of DCH, here it is a little lower than in simulation number 4. This is
a result from the larger threshold, that stops users who shall receive small data amounts to be switched
up.

Table 8:  Settings for Simulation 5

Variable Value

users 60

sendprob 30%

simulation time 180 s.

upthres 1,25 kbytes

lowthres 125 bytes

downtime 5 seconds
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3.3.6  Very large threshold for up switch

In this simulation a very large threshold for up switching was used, the value of 12,5kbytes.

Figure 10: 60 users during 180 seconds, with a very large up switch threshold value.
Plot shows the number of Dedicated channels.

This simulation resulted in very few DCH. The users almost never switch, due to the large threshold
value. This tells us that the threshold value 12,5 kbytes is too large. With this value, almost no user at
all gets to use the DCH, as can be seen in Figure 10.

A user in this simulation gets around 1 kbps before switching up and around 50 kbps when using DCH
switching. Total system throughput on DCH were around 150 kbps, since almost all users used common
channel instead of dedicated channel.

Table 9:  Settings for Simulation 6

Variable Value

users 60

sendprob 30%

simulation time 180 s.

upthres 12,5 kbytes

lowthres 375 bytes

downtime 5 seconds
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3.3.7  Equal thresholds for up and down switch

This simulation used the same threshold value on up and down switching, to see if that made any
difference to the previous simulations. The value was chosen to 1,25 kbytes.

Figure 11: 60 users during 180 seconds, with the same on up and down threshold value.
Plot shows the number of Dedicated channels.

The simulation with the same value on up and down threshold gave the result of 350 switches with an
average of 1.94 switches/second, and 0.03 switches per second and user. Here a user gets around 1
kbps before switching up and around 80 kbps when using DCH.

Total system throughput on DCH were around 1600 kbps, which is 80% of the total available bandwidth.

This result is still comparable with simulation 4 and 5, so the threshold values does not seem to have
very much influence on the result, under the case that we do not exaggerate the size of the threshold,
and do not use a too large down switch threshold. Though the throughput is 200kbps lower in this case.

Table 10:  Settings for Simulation 7

Variable Value

users 60

sendprob 30%

simulation time 180 s.

upthres 1,25 kbytes

lowthres 1,25 kbytes

downtime 5 seconds
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3.3.8  10 seconds down switch timer

For this simulation a very long time was chosen for the down switch timer.

10 seconds is a long time in the area of computer communications and more or less overload on DCH
was expected as a result.

Figure 12: 60 users during 180 seconds, with down switch timer = 10 seconds.
Plot shows the number of Dedicated channels.

The choice of 10 seconds on the down switch timer resulted as expected in large numbers of DCH all
the time. DCH bandwidth is used up almost all the time, which indicates that 10 seconds is a too long
time to use. And a user gets around 1 kbps before switching up and around 90-95 kbps when using
DCH, and total system throughput on DCH were around 1900 kbps, which is 95% of the total available
bandwidth (2 Mbps).

Table 11:  Settings for Simulation 8

Variable Value

users 60

sendprob 30%

simulation time 180 s.

upthres 1, 25 bytes

lowthres 125 kbytes

downtime 10 seconds
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3.3.9  3 seconds down switch timer

This simulation used a shorter time for the down switch timer, 3 seconds.

The results here should be quite the same as for five seconds, the behaviour should not differ much
between three and five seconds. If a users do not get more data within three seconds, he probably will
not get any after five seconds either. Therefore it should not matter if we use five or three seconds.

Figure 13: 60 users during 180 seconds, with down switch timer = 3 seconds.
Plot shows the number of Dedicated channels.

This resulted in 378 switches which gives an average of 2,1 switches/second and also 0.03 switches per
second and user. And a user gets around 1 kbps before switching up and around 85 kbps when using
DCH. Total system throughput on DCH were around 1700 kbps, which is 85% of the total available
bandwidth.

From this simulation it is clear that using three seconds is comparable to five seconds, only with the
difference that with three seconds the usage of DCH is a little lower and a little less throughput.

Table 12:  Settings for Simulation 9

Variable Value

users 60

sendprob 30%

simulation time 180 s.

upthres 1,25 kbytes

lowthres 125 bytes

downtime 3 seconds
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3.3.10  1 second down switch timer

Next simulation was made with a short time as down switch timer, only one second.

Figure 14: 60 users during 180 seconds, with down switch timer = 1 second.
Plot shows the number of Dedicated channels.

Using only one second as down switch timer results in 474 switches, and an average of 2.63 switches/
second and a user gets around 1 kbps before switching up and around 75-80 kbps when using DCH.
Total system throughput on DCH were around 1600 kbps, which is 80% of the total available bandwidth.

It seems that one second is too short time to use as down switch timer. The use of DCH is decreased,
but we get more switches instead, and we get a little lower throughput. It sometimes also results in fast
changes in the number of DCH. This can be seen in Figure 14; after 15 seconds in the simulations the
number of DCH goes from 12 down to 3, and then back up to 12 again, all this during a time of 10-15
seconds. We also get lower throughput, because of the more switches.

Table 13:  Settings for Simulation 10

Variable Value

users 60

sendprob 30%

simulation time 180 s.

upthres 1,25 kbytes

lowthres 125 bytes

downtime 1 second
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3.3.11  Simulation results and comments

A look in the two last columns in Table 14 would say that all simulations but number 1 and 2 seems to
perform well (simulation 6 is little special). The first two simulations has larger values on switch per sec-
ond and user, in fact more than twice the size of the other simulations

When looking more detailed at the simulations, several remarkable points can be made;

• Simulation number 6 (section 3.3.6) shows very few switches and a very low
throughput, which is caused by using a very large up switch threshold, which did not
allow the users to switch up at all. Therefore it has a very small value on throughput
on DCH.

• On simulation number 8 (section 3.3.8) the timer was set at 10 seconds, which
showed to be too long. Throughput for the users who get access to DCH is very high,
but because of the long timer, several users are denied access to DCH.

• In simulation 10 (section 3.3.10) the time was too short, 1 second, which resulted in
more switches than needed. That fact also reduced the throughput.

• Only looking at throughput, simulation 4, 5 and 8 had the highest throughput.

With these points in mind, simulation number 5 is the one that gives the best results, with only 0.03
switches per second and user, and a DCH usage of 90 %

Table 14:  Results of the simulations

Sim.
Number
of users

Thresholds for
up / down

(bytes)

Down switch
timer

(seconds)

Number
of

switches

Switches/
second

Switches/second
and per user

Usage of
available

bandwidth
on DCH.

% of 2Mbps

1 10 375 / 125 n.a 206 1.14 0.11 65 %

2 60 375 / 125 n.a 1158 6.43 0.11 65 %

3 10 375 / 125 5 s. 88 0.49 0.05 87 %

4 60 375 / 125 5 s. 445 2.47 0.04 90 %

5 60 1,25k / 125 5 s. 342 1.90 0.03 90 %

6 60 12,5k / 375 5 s. 19 0.11 0.002 80 %

7 60 1,25k / 1,25k 5 s. 350 1.94 0.03 80 %

8 60 1,25k / 125 10 s. 304 1.69 0.03 95 %

9 60 1,25k / 125 3 s. 378 2.10 0.03 85 %

10 60 1,25k / 125 1 s. 474 2.63 0.04 80 %
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4  Conclusions

A channel type switching algorithm with only two thresholds, like the simple algorithm in simulations 1
and 2, is not recommended to use, since it switches too often and wastes resources. That will lead to
the channel type switching mechanism draining the system of valuable resources. Too many switches
also reduces the throughput for the users.

From the results of this thesis, the use of a timer when switching down should be obvious now. An
enhanced algorithm with a timer function for switching down should be used, which the simulations in
this thesis shows. With only a simple timer for switching down, the number of switches are reduced. And
by using this timer, we let the user send all his data before we switch him down to the common
channel. (i.e. wait until his sending buffer is almost empty for some seconds).

It should not be necessary to have a much more advanced algorithm for deciding when to switch up and
down, because then we risk wasting valuable system resources. Instead it should be interesting to
continue working on the algorithm that decides to what we switch to. More about that in section 4.1.

The simulations have given a scope for the values of the parameters, (see Table 15). Notice that the goal
we want to achieve with these recommendations is the smallest possible number of switches per second
and user, and also to avoid “overload” on the dedicated channel. These values are recommended
values, based on the simulations and conclusions made in this thesis.

Compared with the simple algorithm, the new algorithm with the down switch timer reduces the number
of switches per second and user to 40%, i.e. the new algorithm more than halves the number of switches
per second and user. It also increases throughput by almost 50%.

A quite simple channel type switching algorithm is preferable, otherwise we risk wasting valuable system
resources. A channel type switching algorithm is supposed to help the data traffic flow, and it should also
be fast and not drain system resources.

The upswitch threshold does not seem to be so important for the performance of the algorithm, because
when a user starts to send data, the sending queue will fill up quite fast, and probably exceed any normal
suggested threshold. However, a too small value will result in switching up users who actually do not
need to be switched up. In other words, receiving small data amounts do not need higher bandwidth.
But it is important that the decisions are fast, otherwise we will not be able to help the traffic situation
before it is to late.

The goals within this thesis have been reached; a channel type switching algorithm has been developed,
simulations with the new algorithm have been made and comparisons with other known channel type
switching algorithms have been made. Finally the thesis has resulted in some recommendations for
future development of channel type switching algorithms.

Table 15:  Recommended values for the CTS parameters

Parameter Recommended value

upthres around 1500 bytes

lowthres 100-500 bytes

downtime 5 seconds
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5  Further work

As mentioned before, future work should be concentrated on what to switch to, working with priority
groups. A user with higher priority may then be given higher bandwidth and perhaps priority to switching
up, or even capability of removing another user from DCH, in favour for himself.

The mechanism that chooses what to switch up to should have some kind of adaptive behaviour, It could
remember the users history usage for example, and even predict the close future based on the history
and other known parameters, like time, weekday, current traffic situation and more.

Another interesting subject is to test and simulate channel type switching together with radio
environment and link layer retransmitting protocols, like SSCOP, RLC and SSR, and also together with
a packet scheduling algorithm.
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